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Common English Mistakes 2 - can you recognise them? Tick 
the box that is correct. 
 
Column A      Column B 

1  ‘I enjoy to practice sport.’  ‘I enjoy doing sport’ 
2  ‘I have wasted time today.’  ‘I have lost time today.’ 
3  ‘It does not have sense.’  ‘It does not make sense.’ 
4  ‘I will confirm you next week.’  ‘I will confirm with you next week.’ 
5  ‘I will explain it to you.’  ‘I will explain you.’ 
6  ‘I agreed to pay.’  ‘I agreed paying.’ 
7  ‘We are three.’  ‘There are three of us.’ 
8  ‘We spend all the days working.’  ‘We spend all day working.’ 
9  ‘I will attend the meeting.’  ‘I will assist the meeting.’ 
10  ‘He is focussing in his exams.’  ‘He is focussing on his exams.’ 
11  to be responsible for sth/sb.  to be responsible of sth/sb. 
12  to be committed to sth/sb.  to be committed with sth/sb. 
13  According with…  According to… 
14  to depend on sth/sb.  to depend of sth/sb. 
15  to tell to sb.  to tell sb. 
16  to ask to sb.  to ask sb. 
17  to listen to sth/sb.  to listen sth/sb. 
18  to propose to them  to propose them 
19  to make a question  to ask a question 
20  to make a purchase  to do a purchase 
21  to make business  to do business 
22  to make / do a travel  to take / go on a trip 
23  to think in sth/sb.  to think about sth/sb. 
24  to do / carry out research  to make research 
25  to come to / reach an agreement  to arrive to an agreement 
26  to get an objective  to reach an objective 
27  It’s very usual  It’s normal  /typical 
28  All the days / All the day  Everyday / All day 
29  ‘It is this/that reason…’  ‘This/That is why… 
30  The most important thing is…  The best important thing is… 
31  ‘The film is based in a book.’  ‘The film is based on a book.’ 
32  ‘There are lots of hotels there.’  ‘There you can find lots of hotels.’ 
33  ‘I like to spend time with friends.’  ‘I like to stay with friends.’ 
34  ‘I attended to class.’  ‘I attended class.’ 
35  ‘I like too much London’  ‘I like London a lot’ 
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Teachers notes: 
 
This worksheet can be expanded to be complete lesson or part of 
an another lesson.  
 
For the first task, students are given a limited time to select the 
correct form from the two columns. 10-15 minutes should be 
sufficient for upper intermediate students. The selections become 
progressively more difficult.  
 
The teacher will then go through the sheet asking which form has 
been chosen, A or B. If the selection is a sample sentence such as 
number 13, give the correct answer and move on. If it is a form, 
elicit an example from the student. If it is incorrect, the error can be 
highlighted in the example.  
 


